New Product Range - Logic Puzzle

The local supermarket was introducing a new product range - Berry, Choc and Caramel flavored puffed wheat bars - and samples were being given to customers throughout the day. It so happened that it was shopping day for customers Anna, Bella and Clara. Each did their shopping at different times 9:00 am, 9:30 am and 10:00 am - but not respectively - and took advantage of the offer, each sampling a different flavor and making a purchase. From this information and the following clues, determine the shopping time, flavor sampled and number of purchases.

1. The customer who did her shopping last purchased a lesser number of packs than Bella.
2. Clara did her shopping after the Berry purchaser and before Anna.
3. Anna purchased neither the Berry nor the Chocolate flavors.
4. Chocolate flavor ranked top of the purchases.
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